Abstract | We theoretically formulate the problem of processing continuous-space binary random elds by means of mathematical morphology. This may allow us employ mathematical morphology for developing new statistical techniques for the analysis of binary random images. Since morphological transformations of continuous-space binary random elds are not measurable in general, we are naturally forced to employ intermediate steps that require generation of an equivalent random closed set. The relationship between continuous-space binary random elds and random closed sets is thoroughly investigated. As a by-product of this investigation, a number of useful new results, regarding separability of random closed sets, are presented. Our plan, however, suers from a few technical problems that are prominent in the continuous case. As an alternative, we suggest morphological discretization of binary random elds, random closed sets, as well as morphological operators, thereby eectively implementing our problem in the discrete domain.
I. Introduction
A N important goal of modern image processing and analysis research is development of mathematical models for images. Since most images are subject to some form of uncertainty, it is quite common to model images by means of random elds. Statistical techniques are then developed for addressing a number of image processing and analysis problems. However, these techniques usually ignore geometric structure in images and are frequently not suitable for extracting and summarizing shape/size information.
In many applications (e.g., electron microscopy, geology, etc.), pictorial information is usually thresholded in order to simplify image complexity and enhance geometric features of interest. This process results in a binary image that is usually modeled as a binary random eld, provided that a random eld model has been adopted for the original image. In this paper, we shall exclusively focus our attention on processing binary images modeled as continuous-space binary random elds.
Mathematical morphology has recently become a popular approach to a number of image processing and analysis problems, primarily due to the fact that it considers geometric structure in images [1] . In mathematical morphology, a structuring element A interacts with a binary image X in order to extract useful shape/size information. The most common interactions of interest are of the form X \ A 6 = ; and X A, which give rise to the elemen- tary operations of dilation and erosion, respectively. Most recently developed morphological algorithms focus on the analysis of structural image characteristics. Since most images are formed by combining structural as well as random components, the incorporation of morphological operators within a stochastic formulation may result in a powerful nonlinear tool for image analysis.
An essential requirement for a random image model to be compatible with morphological operators is that the probability distribution of a morphologically transformed image be determined from the probability distribution of the original image. This is equivalent to the technical requirement that morphological operators should be measurable with respect to the stochastic model under consideration. However, morphological transformations are not measurable when applied on binary random elds. As we shall show in this paper, if we restrict our attention to binary images that include their boundaries [1] (i.e., if we consider a binary image as being a closed subset of R d ) and consider dilation and erosion with compact structuring elements, then the measurability requirement naturally leads to the theory of random closed sets. This theory has been independently developed by Kendall [2] and Matheron [3] in the mid 1960's and provides a promising foundation for the modeling and analysis of random binary images.
In this paper, we develop a theoretical framework for the morphological processing of binary images modeled as binary random elds over the d-dimensional Euclidean space R d . As a rst step, we construct a random closed set X from the given binary random eld x. This has to be done in a consistent manner so that the probability distribution of the random closed set X can be completely determined from that of the binary random eld x and vice-versa. Necessary and sucient conditions under which such construction is possible have been obtained by Matheron [3] . Next, we morphologically transform the random closed set X to obtain a transformed random closed set Y. Finally, we construct a binary random eld y from the random closed set Y. Random eld y may be now considered to be the morphological transformation of binary random eld x.
As we shall notice later in this paper, the preceding approach suers from a few technical problems. As an alternative, we suggest a morphological sampling technique that allows implementation of the previous steps in the discrete domain. This is achieved by: (a) discretizing the random closed set X, by means of a sampling grid S, in order to obtain a discrete random set X de , (b) transforming the discrete random set X de , by means of a discrete morphological transformation, in order to obtain a discrete random set Y de , and (c) constructing an approximation of the random closed set Y from Y de . We use the morphological discretization theory developed by Heijmans and Toet in [4] - [6] , since it is compatible with random closed set theory. As we shall show in this paper, the resulting discretization is a good approximation of the continuous problem, in the sense that discrete quantities converge to the corresponding continuous quantities, for a large class of morphological operators, in the limit as the sampling grid size goes to zero. This paper is organized as follows. In Section II we review a number of mathematical concepts from algebra, topology, and probability theory and establish necessary notation. We feel that this section is necessary for those readers who are not familiar with certain theoretical aspects of mathematical morphology. In Section III the theory of binary random elds is briey summarized, whereas in Section IV we present fundamental concepts from Matheron's random closed set theory. Section V explores the relationship between binary random elds and random closed sets. We provide a theoretical framework for the morphological transformation of continuous-space binary random elds, discuss some properties of such an approach, and present a number of problems associated with it. In Section VI we consider the problem of morphologically sampling random closed sets. Convergence results for capacity functionals, which uniquely characterize the probability distribution of a random closed set, are presented. Our conclusions are nally summarized in Section VII.
II. Preliminaries
In this section, we briey summarize a number of mathematical concepts that will be extensively used throughout the paper. For a more extensive treatment refer to [6] - [10] .
Consider a set E. A topology G(E) on E is a family of subsets of E for which: (i) ; and E are in G(E), (ii) the union of the elements of any subcollection of G(E) is in G(E), and (iii) the intersection of the elements of anynite subcollection of G(E) is in G(E). The pair (E; G(E)) is called a topological space and the elements of G(E) are called open sets. A subset of E is a closed set if its complement (relative to E) is an open set. Let X E. The interior X of X is the largest open set contained in X, whereas the closure X of X is the smallest closed set that contains X. If C is a family of subsets of E, then T fG 0 (E) j G 0 (E) is a topology on E and C G 0 (E)g denes a topology on E called the topology generated by C. A subset G b (E) of G(E), such that every element of G(E) is a union of elements of G b (E), is a basis of the topology G(E). If E 0 E and G(E 0 ) = fX \ E 0 j X 2 G(E)g, then G(E 0 ) denes a topology on E 0 called the relative topology of E 0 induced by G(E).
The most common example of a topological space is Let L be a complete lattice (i.e., a set furnished with a partial ordering such that every subset of L has a least upper bound, known as supremum, and a greatest lower bound, known as inmum). The supremum and inmum will be denoted by sup and inf, respectively. However, if L = P(E), where P(E) is the power set of E (i.e., the collection of all its subsets), then the supremum, inmum, and will be denoted by [, \, and , respectively. The upper limit limsup X n and the lower limit liminf X n of a sequence fX n g n1 in L are given by limsup X n = inf n1 sup k n X k and liminfX n = sup n1 inf k n X k :
We write X n #X if fX n g n1 is a decreasing sequence (i.e., X n+1 X n , for every n 1) such that inf X n = X, whereas we write X n "X if fX n g n1 is an increasing sequence (i.e., X n X n+1 , for every n 1) such that sup X n = X. Finally, composition of measurable mappings is also measurable.
In the following, we shall assume that the reader is familiar with fundamental notions of mathematical morphology. For more information on this subject, refer to [1] and [6] .
III. Binary Random Fields on R d
Let H be the set of binary-valued functions h: R d ! f0; 1g and 6(H) the -eld in H, generated by sets of the form fh 2 H j h(v i ) = 0; i = 1; 2; 1 11; m; h(w j ) = 1; j = 1; 2; 11 1; ng, where v i ; w j 2 R d , and m; n 0 are integers. In fact, 6(H) is generated by the single family ffh 2 H j h(w) = 1g; w 2 R d g. Let (; 6(); ) be a probability space [10] It immediately follows from Kolmogorov's theorem that the nite-dimensional distribution functions of a BRF uniquely determine its probability distribution. In practice, it is the nite-dimensional distribution functions that we work with. When the BRF under consideration is obtained as a result of thresholding, the nite-dimensional distribution functions should be directly calculated from the nite-dimensional distribution functions of the associated continuous-valued random eld. Otherwise, they have to be specied in a way that Kolmogorov's conditions of symmetry and consistency are properly satised.
It is quite common in random eld theory to summarize statistical information by means of moments (e.g., mean, correlation, etc.). The m th -order moment of a BRF x on R d is given by To conclude this section, we would like to remark that not all events of practical interest are in 6(H). For example, sets of the form fh 2 H j h(v) = 0; v 2 Kg, where K is a compact subset of R d , are obviously not in 6(H), unless K is countable. As we shall see in the following, the measurability of such events becomes very important when applying mathematical morphology to BRFs. In order to probabilistically measure these events, it is necessary to impose some constraints on x. It is customary to assume separability [10] - [12] , a notion that will be clearly explained in the following. As a rst step, however, the denition of a separable BRF is required. It is well known [10] - [12] that to every BRF x there exists a separable BRF x s (dened on the same probability nite-dimensional distributions and, hence, the same probability distribution on 6(H). Therefore, separability of a BRF x cannot be inferred from its probability distribution.
IV. Random Closed Sets on R d
In this section, we summarize fundamental concepts from random closed set theory. For more details on this subject, refer to [1] , [3] , [8] , and [13] . Furthermore, a new result (see Proposition 1), regarding separability of random closed sets, is provided. This result will be instrumental in the development of Section V. Let 6(F) denote the -eld in F, generated by the basis of the hit-or-miss topology G(F). In fact, 6(F) is generated by the single family fF K , K 2 Kg as well as by the single family fF G , G 2 Gg [3] . A Random Closed Set (RACS) X on R d is a measurable mapping from into F, that is, for each ! 2 , X(!) is a closed subset of R d and f! 2 j X(!) 2 Ag 2 6(); 8A 2 6(F):
The RACS X denes a probability distribution P X on 6(F) by
This is known as the capacity functional of RACS X.
It is straightforward to show that if T X is given on K, then the probability distribution P X of X is entirely determined. However, we shall rst study the properties of the capacity functional and deduce this directly from the Choquet-Kendall-Matheron theorem [2] , [3] , [14] . The following properties of the capacity functional T X of a RACS X are easily veried [3] , [8] .
1. Since no closed set hits the empty set, T X (;) = 0.
capacity satisfying T X (;) = 0 and 0 T X (K) 1, for every K 2 K. We now have the following important theorem due to Choquet, Kendall, and Matheron [2] , [3] , [14] .
Theorem 2: Let T be a real-valued functional on K.
Then, there exists, on some probability space (; 6(); ), a RACS X: ! F, satisfying
if and only if T is an alternating Choquet capacity of innite order such that T (;) = 0 and 0 T (K) 1, for every K 2 K. Furthermore, any probability distribution P on 6(F) such that
is necessarily unique. It follows from the Choquet-Kendall-Matheron theorem that the probability distribution of a RACS is completely determined by its capacity functional T X (K), K 
The m th -order moment of a RACS X on R d is dened by [8] x (v 1 ; v 2 ; 1 1 1; v n ), given by (3)), uniquely generates the moments as well as the nite-dimensional distribution functionals (see (5) and (6) [15] .
On the contrary to the BRF case, separability of a RACS can be directly inferred from its probability distribution or, equivalently, from its capacity functional. In other words, given two RACSs X and Y such that T X (K) = T Y (K), for every K 2 K, X is separable if and only if Y is separable.
In fact, we have the following Proposition [15] .
Proposition 1: Let X be a RACS such that, for some
Then X = X \ D, a.s., and, hence, X is a separable RACS. Thus, there exists one-to-one correspondence between binary functions on R d and subsets of R d . In this section, we shall explore the relationship between BRFs and RACSs on R d . We shall argue that we cannot morphologically process BRFs directly and propose a possible approach for indirectly achieving this goal.
Let x be a BRF on R d with probability distribution p x and dene X 0 (!) = fv 2 R d j x(v; !) = 1g; ! 2 ; (10) in which case
Let P(R d ), or for simplicity P, be the power set of R d and 6(P) the -eld in P generated by sets of the form fX 2 P j X \ fv i g = ;; i = 1; 2; 11 1; m; X \ fw j g 6 = ;; j = 1; 2; 1 11; ng; where v i ; w j 2 R d , and m; n 0 are integers. It is easy to show that 6(P) is generated by the single family ffX 2 P j X \B 6 = ;g; B 2 Bg. Furthermore, X 0 is a measurable mapping from the probability space (; 6(); ) into the measurable space (P; 6(P)) and, therefore, X 0 is a random set (RS) (but not necessarily a RACS, since (P; 6(P)) 6 = (F; 6(F))). Observe that there exists a one-to-one correspondence between H and P and between 6(H) and 6(P).
If we would like to morphologically process a random set (or BRF), it will be natural to expect that the resulting set will also be a random set; i.e., morphological operators should be measurable with respect to 6(P). For example, if X 0 is a random set, we expect that the dilation X 0 8 K of X 0 by a structuring element K 2 K is a random set as well. However, fX 0 2 P j (X 0 8 K) \ fvg 6 = ;g = fX 0 2 P j X 0 \ ( K 8 fvg) 6 = ;g, for K 2 K and v 2 R d , where K = f0k j k 2 Kg is the reection of K about the origin,
is not an element of 6(P), unless K is a countable subset of R d . Therefore, dilation is not measurable with respect to 6(P), since a compact set K is in general uncountable. On the other hand, experimental reality forces us to consider binary images modeled as closed sets [1] , [3] (i.e., shapes include their boundaries), thus limiting our interest to F rather than P. Therefore, instead of 6(P), we are forced here to consider a -eld containing sets of the form fX 2 F j X \K 6 = ;g, for K 2 K. The -eld 6(F), generated by the hit-or-miss topology on F, is the smallest such -eld.
This naturally leads to the conclusion that if binary random images are to be transformed by means of morphological operators, then these images should be modeled as RACSs and not as BRFs.
Although a BRF cannot be morphologically transformed directly, we may be able to transform it indirectly, by means of the following programme:
where 9(:) is a morphological set operator, provided that the individual steps are feasible. In the following, we shall discuss the feasibility and implementation of these steps in some detail. Given a BRF x with probability distribution p x , we may construct a RS X 0 and vice versa (see (10) and (11)). Therefore, the step \BRF x $ RS X 0 " is feasible. In order to obtain a RACS X from a RS X 0 , we need to derive a probability distribution P X on 6(F) from the probability distribution P X 0 on 6(P) induced by X 0 . However, we should keep in mind that if this derivation is possible, then we would expect that q x (B) = q (n) x (v 1 ; v 2 ; 1 1 1; v n ) = Q X (B); (13) for every B = fv i 2 R d ; i = 1; 2; 1 11; ng 2 B, so that the probability distribution P X 0 on 6(P) can be uniquely determined from the probability distribution P X on 6(F). (14) for every G 2 G n f;g, whereas, for every K 2 K, dene Q X (K) = sup fQ 0 X (G); G 2 G; G Kg: (15) Notice that Q 0 X (G) is a decreasing functional on G. It can be shown (see [3] , Theorem 2-4-1 (a, b)) that the functional 1 0 Q X satises the conditions associated with the we have that lim n!+1 q (1) x (v n ) = lim n!+1 q (2) x (v; v n ) = q (1) x (v), then X may be taken to be X 0 \ D, for any countable dense subset D R d (see [3] , Proposition 2-5-1).
In general, Q X (B) q (n)
x (v 1 ; v 2 ; 1 1 1, v n ), for every B = fv i 2 R d ; i = 1; 2; 11 1; ng 2 B, where strict inequality may hold for some B 2 B (see [3] , Theorem 2-4-1 (a)). It is shown in [3] that (13) X (fv 1 g; fv 2 g; 1 11; fv m g); (18) for v i 2 R d . Thus, the step \RS X 0 $ RACS X" is feasible, provided that the generating functional q x (B) of x satises appropriate continuity conditions. If 9(:) is a measurable set operator with respect to 6(F), then Y = 9(X) will be a RACS, provided that X is also a RACS [3] , [8] . Dilation, erosion, opening, and closing, of a closed set X by means of a compact structuring element, are all semi-continuous operators. Since any semicontinuous operator from F into itself is measurable with respect to 6(F) [1] , dilation, erosion, opening, and closing of a RACS, by means of a compact structuring element, is also a RACS, and the step \RACS X ! 9(:) ! RACS Y" is feasible in this case. In practice, however, we would like to relate the output capacity functional T Y (K), K 2 K, to the input capacity functional T X (K), K 2 K. This is similar to the problem of relating output statistics (e.g., mean, correlation, power spectrum) of linear systems, excited by random signals, to input statistics [16] , which could lead to statistical techniques for characterizing the response of morphological systems driven by RACSs. In general, a relationship is feasible only in the case of dilation, in which case [3] , [8] T Y (K) = T X8 A (K) = T X (K 8 A); (19) for every K; A 2 K. In the case of erosion, it has been shown in [17] (14) and (15) is applied, in order to obtain a generating functional Q Ys (K), K 2 K, from q y (B), B 2 B, the resulting RACS Y s will be a.s. separable. However, the output Y of a morphological set operator (e.g., erosion) to an a.s. separable input X may not be a.s. separable, and Y s will not be equivalent (in distribution) to Y (see the discussion immediately following Proposition 1).
As we mentioned before, the capacity functional T Y (K) = T X9 A (K) cannot be related to the capacity functional T X (K), unless both K; A 2 B. Moreover, the underlying RACSs X and Y should be such that they are uniquely specied by means of their capacity functionals known only over B. Although this is true for X (by construction), this may not be true for Y. To ameliorate this problem, we may discretize the RACS X, by sampling it over a sampling grid S, in order to obtain a discrete random set (DRS) X de = (X), where (:) is a sampling operator. By considering X de , instead of X, as input to a discrete morphological set operator (:) (to be precisely dened in Section VI), instead of 9(:), we may eectively avoid the previous problem. Indeed, as we shall see later in Section VI, a DRS is uniquely specied by its capacity functional known only over certain nite subsets of R d . Furthermore, if discretization of erosion results in an erosion by a nite structuring element (i.e., a discrete erosion), then the capacity functional of a DRS Y de , being the output of the discrete erosion to the DRS X de , can be related to the capacity functional of X de by means of (20) and (21). Therefore, the \continuous" step \RACS X ! 9(:) ! RACS Y" in (12) should be approximated by a \discrete" step \DRS X de ! (:) ! DRS Y de " (see Figure 1) . However, we have to make sure that the resulting discretization is a good approximation (in some sense) of the original continuous problem. We shall study discretization issues in Section VI.
The programme suggested by (12) is primarily of theoretical interest. With this programme we demonstrate the fact that it is possible (at least in theory) to morphologically transform continuous-space BRFs by means of Matheron's construction. As a by-product of this study, we are able to derive a number of interesting theoretical results, as we explain next.
It is a direct consequence of our previous discussion that the probability distribution of an a.s. separable RACS X can be uniquely determined (by means of (13), (14) , and (15)) from its capacity functional T X (B), B 2 B, dened only over nite subsets B in B. Indeed, assume that X is separable; i.e., X = X \ D 0 , a.s., for some countable dense subset D 0 of R d . Let Y be the separable RACS obtained by applying (13), (14) , and (15) (13), (14) , and (15), then X is necessarily an a.s. separable RACS. This is a direct consequence of Proposition 1 and the fact that the probability distribution of the separable RACS Y, obtained by means of (13), (14) , and (15), will be equal to the probability distribution of X.
If X is an a.s. continuous RACS with capacity functional T X (K), K 2 K, then T X (B), B 2 B, uniquely determines the probability distribution of RACS X (see [3] , Prop. As a direct consequence of the previous proposition we have that if X is an a.s. regular RACS (i.e., if X = X , a.s.), then X = X \ D, a.s., for any countable dense subset of R d and, therefore, X is an a.s. separable RACS. However, an a.s. regular RACS need not be a.s. continuous, as it is demonstrated by an example in [15] .
The RACS X in (12) , obtained from a BRF x whose generating functional satises (16) , is equivalent to x in the following sense:
x(v) = I X (v); a.s.; 8v 2 R d : (24) In fact, we have the following Lemma [15] and Propositions. Proof: Since x is a separable BRF, we have that (see also (4) and (10) (14) and (15) . where we have used Theorem 2.1 (i) in [10] to show the third equality and the separability of x to show the fourth equality. To show the last equality, set A = S n1 fX 0 R d j X 0 \G n = ;g. Then, X 0 2 A , X 0 \G n = ;, for some n 1 , X 0 \ G n = ; (by virtue of (25)) ) v = 2 X 0 (since v 2 G n ). On the other hand, v = 2 X 0 ) X 0 \ G n = ;, for some n 1 , X 0 2 A. Hence, It is an immediate consequence of (11) and Proposition 4 that a separable BRF x, with associated RS X 0 , satises (12) is the identity set operator, then x(v) = y(v), a.s., for every v 2 R d (see (22) and (24)), if and only if (16) is satised. Therefore, (16) is a necessary and sucient condition for a BRF x to be a.s. u.s.c.
Finally, notice that when operator 9 is a morphological dilation, the generating functional q y of y can be directly related to the generating functional q x of x by means of (5), (14), (15), (19) , and (23). A similar relationship holds, as a result of (5), (13), (20), (21), and (23), in the case when 9 is an erosion, with structuring element A in B.
VI. Morphological Sampling of RACSs
We shall now study the problem of morphologically sampling a RACS X, so as to implement the discretization step suggested in Figure 1 . We shall employ a number of discretization results obtained by Heijmans and Toet [4] , and Heijmans [5] , [6] , and further enriched by us in [15] . 
where C a = fc + a j c 2 Cg is the translation of C by a.
We shall call = the approximation operator. Now, let fC n g n1 and fS n g n1 be sequences of sampling elements and sampling grids, respectively, such that: (a) S 1 = S, (b) C 1 = C, and (c) S n+1 = 1=2S n and C n+1 = 1=2C n , n 1. It is easy to verify that, for every integer n 1, (C n ; S n ) satises (32). Let n and n be the sampling and reconstruction operators, given by (33) and (34), with S and C being replaced by S n and C n , respectively. Finally, dene the approximation operator n = n n . The discretization D = fS n ; n ; n g n1 dened above, with C = fx 1 u 1 + 1 1 1 +x d u d j 01 < x i < 1g, is called a covering discretization [5] , [6] . It can be shown that, for X 2 F and the covering discretization, n (X) # X; i.e., X 1 1 1 n+1 (X) n (X) 1 1 1 1 (X); (35) and T n1 n (X) = X, which implies that n (X) F ! X. A discretization D = fS n ; n ; n g n1 which satises n (X) # X, for every X 2 F, is called a constricting discretization (see [5] and [6] , pp. 263). The covering discretization is an important special case of a constricting discretization.
Following [5] and [6] , we dene the discretization of an operator 9 as follows.
Denition 2: Let D = fS n ; n ; n g n1 be a discretization of F and let 9 be a mapping from F into itself. If n is a sequence of operators on P(S n ), n 1, such that 9 n (X) = n n n (X) F ! 9(X); 8X 2 F; then f n g n1 is called a D-discretization of 9. Moreover, if 9 n (X) # 9(X), for every X 2 F, then f n g n1 is called a constricting D-discretization of 9.
It has been shown in [6] (see Theorem 8.12 (b)) that if D = fS n ; n ; n g n1 is a constricting discretization of F and 9 is an increasing u.s.c. operator, then f n g n1 , such that n = n 9 n , n 1, is a constricting D-discretization of 9.
The next proposition provides conditions under which a D-discretization can be obtained for a composite set operator [15] .
n , for every n N .
Before we apply the previous discretization results to the case of a RACS X, we need to establish the measurability of the sampling and reconstruction operators. We shall topologize the sampling grid S by means of the relative Euclidean topology induced by the Euclidean topology G on R d . In this case, all subsets of S are both open and closed, whereas the family I of compact subsets of S contains precisely the nite subsets B of S. We shall also topologize P(S) by means of the relative hit-or-miss topology G(P(S)) induced by the hit-or-miss topology G(F) on F that is generated by sets of the form fV 2 P(S) j V \ B = ;; V \ O i 6 = ;; i = 1; 2; 11 1; ng; where B 2 I, and O i S. Let 6(P(S)) be the -eld in P(S) generated by G(P(S)). It can be shown that 6(P(S)) is generated by the single family ffV 2 P(S) j V \ B 6 = ;g; B 2 Ig. We have the following Proposition.
Proposition 6: The mappings : F ! P(S) and : P(S) ! F, given by (33) and (34), respectively, are l.s.c., and hence measurable. Therefore, = is also a measurable mapping from F into itself.
Proof: Observe that, for V S and X 2 F, ical space (P(S); G(P(S))) and is, therefore, an open set in (P(S); G(P(S))). This shows that is l.s.c., and thus measurable. The proof can be now completed by using the fact that composition of measurable mappings is also measurable. 4
The random set X de = (X) = (X8 C )\S almost surely contains a countable number of points, since S is countable, and hence is a discrete random set. More precisely, a Discrete Random Set (DRS) X de on S is a measurable mapping from into P(S), that is, for each ! 2 , f! 2 j X de (!) 2 Ag 2 6(); 8A 2 6(P(S)):
On the other hand,X = (X) is a RACS, by virtue of Proposition 6. This RACS is an approximation of the RACS X in the sense that (see also [6] , pp. 260) X X X 8 (C 8 C); a.s.
Let us now consider the covering discretization D = fS n ; n ; n g n1 of F. In this case, f n (X)g n1 is a sequence of RACSs such that n (X) # X; a.s. ) n (X) F ! X; a.s.
Moreover, since n , n , and the mappings X ! X 8 V , X ! X 9 V , X; V S, and X ! X 8 A, X ! X 9 A, X 2 F, A 2 K, are measurable, f n ( n (X) 8 n (A))g n1 and f n ( n (X) 9 n (A))g n1 are sequences of RACSs. It has been shown in [15] that n ( n (X) 8 n (A)) F ! X 8 A; a.s.;
for every compact structuring element A, whereas n ( n (X) 9 n (A)) F ! X 9 A; a.s.; provided that A is a so-called D-regular compact structuring element [15] , for which A = N (A); for some 1 N < +1: We shall now consider convergence of the capacity functional T n (K); K 2 K, of the approximating RACS n (X) to the capacity functional T X (K); K 2 K, of RACS X.
Since n (X) F ! X, for every X 2 F, we have that X \ K = ; ) n (X) \ K = ;; s.l. n; 8K 2 K:
This implies that (see [10] Since n (X) # X, a.s., fT n (K)g n1 is a monotonically decreasing sequence and T n (K) T X (K), which implies that liminfT n (K) T X (K); 8K 2 K:
By combining (42) and (43), we nally obtain
Therefore, the capacity functional T n (K) of the approximating RACS n (X) converges monotonically to the capacity functional T X (K) of X, in the limit as n ! +1, for every K 2 K. In fact, the previous analysis shows a more general result, stated in the following proposition.
Proposition 7: Let fX n g n1 be a sequence of RACSs, with capacity functionals fT n g n1 , such that X n X, s.l. n, a.s., and X n F ! X, a.s., where X is a RACS with capacity functional T X . Then, lim n!+1 T n (K) = T X (K); 8K 2 K: (45) Furthermore, if X n+1 X n , a.s., for every n 1, then (44) is satised.
As a direct consequence of this proposition and (39), we immediately have that the capacity functional of RACS n ( n (X) 8 n (A)) converges to the capacity functional of RACS X 8 A, in the limit as n ! +1, for every K 2 K [15] . This is true for the case of erosion, opening, and closing as well, provided that the underlying structuring element is D-regular. Finally, the capacity functional of RACS n ( n ( n (X))) converges to the capacity functional of RACS 9(X), in the limit as n ! +1, for every K 2 K, provided that operators 9 and f n g n1 are as in Proposition 5 (see also (41)).
The previous discussion demonstrates the fact that replacing the \continuous" step \RACS X ! 9(:) ! RACS Y" in (12) by an approximate \discrete" step \DRS X de;n ! n (:) ! DRS Y de;n " is a sensible thing to do.
As we have already shown, the capacity functional of the \reconstructed input" RACS n (X de;n ) converges to the capacity functional of the \input" RACS X, whereas the capacity functional of the \reconstructed output" RACS n (Y de;n ) converges to the capacity functional of the \out-put" RACS Y, in the limit as n ! +1, and for a large class of morphological set operators, provided that the covering discretization of F is employed.
A relevant question here is whether the capacity functional of a DRS n (X) converges to the capacity functional of RACS X, in the limit as n ! +1. If this convergence is shown, then the capacity functional of the \input" DRS X de;n = n (X) will converge to the capacity functional of the \input" RACS X, in the limit as n ! +1. Furthermore, and as we shall show in the following, the capacity functional of the \output" DRS Y de;n will also converge to the capacity functional of the \output" RACS Y, in the limit as n ! +1. In this case, and in most practical situations, it will be sucient enough to limit our interest to DRSs instead of RACSs. We have the following proposition.
Proposition 8: Let D = fS n ; n ; n g n1 be a discretization of F and V n a DRS on S n , n 1. Then T n(Vn) ( n (K)) = T Vn ( n (K)); 8K 2 K; n 1: Furthermore, if D is a constricting discretization of F and fV n g n1 is a sequence of DRSs such that n+1 (V n+1 ) n (V n ), a.s., s.l. n, and n (V n ) F ! X, a.s., where X is a RACS, then lim n!+1
T Vn ( n (K)) = T X (K); 8K 2 K: Proof: First, observe that, for every V n S n and every K 2 K [15] , V n \ n (K) 6 = ; , n (V n \ n (K)) 6 = ;
, n (V n ) \ n n (K) = X n \ n (K) 6 = ;; where X n = n (V n ), for every n 1, which shows the rst assertion. It now suces to show that lim n!+1
T Xn ( n (K)) = T X (K); 8K 2 K:
For simplicity, let T Xn = T n , T X = T , and n (K) = K n .
Since X n+1 X n , a.s., s.l. n, and X n F ! X, a.s., then X = T mN X m , a.s., for some integer N [15] . This gives X X n , a.s., for every n N , and 
T n^m (K n^m ); (48) where _ and^denote maximum and minimum, respectively. In particular, (48) implies (take m = n + 1) that fT n (K n )g nN is a monotonically decreasing sequence, bounded below by T (K). Therefore, fT n (K n )0T (K)g nN is a non-negative, monotonically decreasing sequence. It is then sucient to show that, for any > 0, there exists a nite integer n 1 (depending on ), such that T n (K n ) 0 T (K) < . Let > 0 be given and K 2 K From the previous proposition, and by taking V n = X de;n = n (X), for every n 1, we have that TX n ( n (K)) = T Xde;n ( n (K)); 8K 2 K; n 1 ; whereX n = n (X de;n ) = n (X), and lim n!+1 T Xde;n ( n (K)) = T X (K); 8K 2 K; due to the fact that n+1 (V n+1 ) = n+1 n+1 (X) = n+1 (X) n (X) = n n (X) = n (V n ), a.s., for every n 1, and n (V n ) = n n (X) = n (X) F ! X, a.s. [15] . Furthermore, if Y de;n = n (X de;n ) = X de;n 8 n (A) = n (X) 8 n (A) and Y = 9(X) = X 8 A, with D being the covering discretization, then TŶ n ( n (K)) = T Yde;n ( n (K)); 8K 2 K; n 1 ; whereŶ n = n (Y de;n ), and lim n!+1 T Yde;n ( n (K)) = T Y (K); 8K 2 K; (52) which is also a direct consequence of Proposition 8 and the fact that n+1 (Y de;n+1 ) = n+1 ( n+1 (X) 8 n+1 (A)) n ( n (X) 8 n (A)) = n (Y de;n ), a.s., s.l. n, and n (Y de;n ) = n ( n (X) 8 n (A)) F ! X 8 A, a.s. [15] .
Equation (52) for a suciently large integer r (see also Figure 1 ). It can be easily shown (see also [8] , Proposition 13) that T Xde (K) = P X [X \ ((K \ S) 8 C) 6 = ;]; 8K 2 K; (56) which demonstrates the fact that the capacity functional T Xde of the DRS X de needs to be known only over all nite subsets of S. Therefore, and as a direct consequence of the Choquet-Kendall-Matheron Theorem (i.e., Theorem 2), a DRS X de is uniquely specied by means of the capacity functional T Xde (B); B 2 I. Computation of T Xde (B), for some B 2 I, requires knowledge of probability P X [X \ (B 8 C) 6 = ;]. However, and from equation (2-1-1) in [3] , we have that (notice that B 8 C 2 G, since C 2 G) T Xde (B) = P X [X \ (B 8 C) 6 = ;] = sup fT X (K); K 2 K; K B 8 Cg; (57) for every B 2 I, which relates the capacity functional of the DRS X de to the capacity functional of RACS X. Moreover, it can be easily shown [15] that for every B 2 I, where p x is the probability distribution of the BRF x in (12) and D is a separating subset of the separable RACS X in (12) . Moreover, since (B 8C)\D is countable, we can easily construct an increasing sequence fB n g n1 B such that B n " (B 8 C) \ D, in which case (see also (3), (58), and the proof of Proposition 4) 1 0 q x (B n ) " T Xde (B), for every B 2 I. Therefore, the capacity functional of the DRS X de can be obtained from the limit of the sequence fq x (B n )g n1 of generating functionals associated with the BRF x in (12), as n ! +1.
As a direct consequence of (56), the nite-dimensional distribution functional of the DRS X de is given by (see also (5) and (6) Xde (fv 1 g; fv 2 g; 1 1 1; fv m g); for v i 2 S, respectively. The BRF x de on S is said to be a morphologically sampled BRF, and is obtained from a BRF x on R d , by means of (14) , (15) , (57), (59), and (60) (see also (5) ).
Finally, notice that a discrete-space BRF on S, like a discrete-space Markov BRF [18] , is equivalent to a DRS, and as such it can be directly transformed, by means of discrete morphological operators : P(S) ! P(S), without any technical diculties [17] . This may conveniently allow us use morphological operators for designing useful statistical summaries for images modeled as discrete-space BRFs (e.g., see [19] for some preliminary work on this subject).
VII. Conclusion
We have proposed a theoretical framework for the morphological transformation of continuous-space binary random eld images. This task is not straightforward, primarily because of the non-measurability of morphological operators when applied on binary random elds. We have been able to achieve this, indirectly, by constructing an intermediate random closed set, from the given binary random eld, by morphologically transforming the random closed set, and by nally constructing a binary random eld from the transformed random closed set.
To circumvent certain technical diculties, which arise during the implementation of the previous continuous domain pragramme, we propose a morphological sampling approach. We have shown useful convergence results that verify the fact that discretization is a sensible thing to do and produces a natural approximation to the original continuous domain problem. Using this framework, one may use morphological tools to summarize binary random images and eectively exploit both their geometric as well as their stochastic nature.
An interesting problem to consider here is the proper choice for integer r in approximation (53), (54), (55). Ideally, the choice of a suitable r requires that we are able to estimate the error of approximating T X by T Xde as a function of r. At this moment, we do not have a solution to this problem, and the choice of r would necessarily be ad hoc. Another related problem is to derive the rate of convergence of the underlying discrete capacity functional to the associated continuous capacity functional as a function of r. Both problems are very important and are currently under investigation.
